
 
 

 

Graphics 
 

LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from different 
creative practices every month. In December 2022 the focus is on Graphics 
from graphic design and motion graphics to illustration and animation . 

Work is exhibited across the site and online from 28th November – 16th  
December 2022, Mon to Fri, 9am - 5pm 

To find out more visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/graphics22  

#graphics @lcbdepot 
 

 
 

Macbeth 

Aslı Eylem Kolbaş 

Print/Graphic Novel 

“Aslı Eylem Kolbaş transposes the modernist architecture movement in the 

first half of the 20th century with Shakespeare’s Macbeth in her series of 12 

digital drawings. The setting is present-day Athens, which saw an influx of 

residents in the population exchange of 1923. Modernist architecture, 

especially Le Corbusier’s “Maison Domino” model was implemented by the 

city to respond to the ensuing housing crisis, which encroached upon and 

diminished public spaces until the Second World War. The transformation has 
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become even more pronounced today. In the story that Kolbaş creates, the 

transforming city becomes the setting where the affinity between capitalism 

and construction is recreated through typology personified in Macbeth, who 

appears as a woman this time. A main theme in the narrative is the 

authoritarian government’s desire to survey everything and take over public 

space. As Macbeth, who is originally a man, appears as a woman, the three 

witches become men, and the disaster that befalls the city is not war, but 

climate-related events. Kolbaş’ style in her digital sketches meanders from 

architectural drawing to graphic novel as it narrates a story that blends actual 

events with transmogrified fiction.” 

NFS 

Artist Bio 

I am an Istanbul based architect, experimenting interdisciplinary methods, 

such as storytelling and research. After completing my bachelor's degree in 

architecture at Istanbul Bilgi University in 2016, I started my master's degree 

in Architectural Design at Istanbul Technical University in 2017. Later on, I had 

an exchange year in Brussels, where I ended up graduating from KU Leuven. 

During my studies in Brussels, I became one of the founders of the collective 

called Manhappen Studio, where the final event and exhibition was part of 

Alive Architecture's work with the IABR (Rotterdam International Architecture 

Biennale) -The Missing Link's food truck in Brussels in 2018. From Brussels, I 

made my way to Amsterdam in order to deepen my interest in typology, 

which I focused on in my master's thesis, and to learn how it is practised. 

There, I started working at “Office Winhov”, which focuses on typology. 

Afterwards, I returned to Istanbul and I took part in the "Mamut Art Project" 

exhibition in 2020 with my master's thesis "Macbeth(f.)". Finally, I worked as 

an architect on the sculpture/facade designed by Seçkin Pirim in Istanbul as 

field architect. I won the Emerging Young Architect Award 2021 in Istanbul. A 

bench I recently designed was selected in Future Heirlooms furniture contest. 

Now, I teach some courses in both architecture and interior architecture 

departments at Istanbul Bilgi University. 

@aslikolbas 
 

https://www.instagram.com/aslikolbas/

